
A memorable experience of elegance
A new boutique hotel in the heart of Cagliari

Hotel 

Housed in a beautiful historic palace, Hotel Palazzo 
Torso Cagliari – MGallery is a stylish 5-star hotel in 
the center of Cagliari. Authentic architectural jewel 
dating back to the 1920s, the entire building has re-
cently been renovated. The enchanting Liberty-style 
façade exudes elegance, while its airy and modern 
interior welcomes guests into a timeless dimension.

The hotel offers 85 rooms, 2 restaurants, 2 bars, 1 
Spa by L’OCCITANE, 1 gym and 3 meeting rooms 
with a capacity of up to 90 people. The sight from 
the hotel rooftop is something not be missed: this 
guarantees a spectacular view of the prominent 
medieval city and the Gulf of Angels to enjoy while 
sipping a cocktail in the lounge bar or while tasting 
the delicacies of the refined fusion restaurant.

Thanks to its strategic position and the quality of the 
services, Hotel Palazzo Torso Cagliari – MGallery is 
the ideal destination for leisure and business travelers. 

Location

The hotel is located in front of the tourist harbor of 
Cagliari, very close to Via Roma and the beating 
heart of the city. Its privileged position makes it the 
perfect starting point for visiting the main tourist 
attractions located in the four historic districts of 
Marina, Stampace, Castello and Villanova. Within 
walking distance are the Saint Remy Bastion, the 
Tower of the Elephant and that of San Pancrazio, 
the Roman amphitheater, the botanical garden and 
the Citadel of Museums. Not forgetting the stunning 
Poetto beach, a lively coastline offering a wide range 
of activities for indulging in la dolce vita or playing 
sports, which is just 10 minutes’ drive from the hotel. 

Hotel Palazzo Torso Cagliari – MGallery is 10 km from 
Cagliari-Elmas airport, 1 km from the railway station 
and 500 m from the maritime station. The Ichnusa 
pier, equipped for yachts, is just 350 m away. Nearby 
are also several stops of the local public transport.



1. Room  — 2. Bar   — 3. Rooftop Restaurant  —  4. SPA Pool
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Rooms 
—
The hotel features 85 modern and elegantly furnished 
rooms, including 8 suites and 1 presidential suite with 
sea view. All rooms are equipped with: air conditioning, 
domotics, free Wi-Fi, minibar, smart TV, safe, bathrobes, 
shower, room service 24/7, and laundry service. Family 
rooms and accessible rooms available.

Meeting rooms 
—
3 meeting rooms for a total of 180 sq m of modular 
spaces suitable for hosting meetings and private 
events for up to 90 participants. All meeting rooms 
enjoy natural light and are equipped with state-of-
the-art technology.

Services
—
•  Gourmet restaurant and bar on the ground floor
•  Rooftop with fusion restaurant and lounge bar, 

botanical garden, infinity pool and solarium
•  Spa by L’OCCITANE with sauna, treatment rooms, 

heated indoor pool with hydromassage and gym
•  Boutique
•  Private parking (on request)


